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OPERATORS WITH COEFFICIENTS OF GENERALIZED

HERMITE OPERATORS
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1. Introduction

As an example, let us consider the Schrodinger equation:

{Dt + D2x+V(x)}u(t,x) = 0,

where Dt = (l/i)(d/8t), Dx = (l/i)(d/dx). In the harmonic oscillatorcase, where

the potential energy function V(x) is equal to x2, X. Feng ([1]) considered it as

follows.

As is well known, the Hermite function

>a(x) = (0L＼2Tl/2(-irn-l/4ex2/2(P＼e-*2
＼dxj

is an eigenfunctionof the Hermite operator H = D2X+ x2, corresponding to an

eigenvalue2a + 1, thatis,

#Oa(*) = (2a+l)0>a(jc)

for any a e /+ = {0,1,...}.Moreover, {<I>a|ae/+} is a complete orthonormal

system of L2(R), and Ra(x) belongs to S(R), where S(R) is the L. Schwartz

space of rapidly decreasingfunctionsin R ([2]).

Suppose u(t,x)e S'(RX) for fixed t,where S'(R) is the conjugate space of

S(R), and set

Ma(0 = <≪(*,*),Oa(*)>-

Then the Cauchy problem

({Dt + H)u{t,x) = 0 (0<t<T,xeR),

[ )＼u(0,x)=S(x) (xeR)
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is reduced to the Cauchy problems of ordinary differentialequations

≪{ {D, + (2a + 1)H(O =0 (0 < t < T),

≪a(0)= 0>a(0).

Therefore, the solution u{t,x) of the problem (A) can be formally represented by

making use of solutions {≪≪(?)}°f tne problems (a)a. More precisely,

ae/+ ael+

X. Feng proved that u(t,x) eS'(Rx), owing to the Hermite expression theory in

S'{R) (B. Simon [3]).

How about anharmonic oscillatorcases? Suppose that {^a(x)} is a complete

orthonormal system in L2(R), where </>a(x)is an eigenfunction of the generalized

Hermite operator L = D^ + x2 + x4 + 1, corresponding to an eigenvalue Xu. Then

the solution of the Cauchy problem of the Schrodinger equation

f(Dt + L)u(t,x) =0 (0<t< r, xeR),
＼u(0,x)=d{x)

{xeR)

can be given by

u{t,x) =

Our aim in this paper is to prove u(t,x) e S'(RX). In the following, thisproblem

will be considered in a more general situation.

2. Preparations

Let us define a generalized Hermite operator L by

L =(L,,..., Ln),

Lj = D2Xj+Vj(xj) C/=1,2,...,ii),

where Vj(s)is a C°°(J?)-functionsatisfying the following conditions: there exist

dj > 0, c0 > 0, and Ck > 0 (k e /+) such that

{
Vj(s) > co{＼ + ＼s＼)≫i

＼D*VJ{s)＼<tCk{＼ + ＼s＼)73>

(VseR),

(VseR).

Lemma 1. There exist {$jk(s)}kei satisfying the following conditions, where

(fij^s)is an eigenfuction of Lj, corresponding to an eigenvalue Xjk.
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1) 0 < Xjo < Xji < ■■■< Xjk < ■･･, and there exists p0 > 0 such that

00

k=0
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2) 4>jk(s)is real valued, and {<l>jk{s)}keI is a complete orthonomal system of

L＼R).

3) (j>jk{s)e S(R), and there exist C{1) > 0 and p{l) > 0 for any I e 1+ such that

MA- E supKDf^(5)|<C(/)^(/) (V*e/+)

a+y?</ X£R

holds.

Lemma 1 is proved in [4] under assumptions slightly different to ours, but it

is proved similarly.

Now, for any a = (ab ..., a≪), 0 = (ft,... ,/?J e /*, we put

and denote

A = {2a|ae/^}

= {(^10)^20,- ･ ･ ,^≪o),(^l1,^20,- ･･ Ano), (^10,^21,- ･･ >^≪o),-･■}･

Using Lemma 1, it is easy to prove

Lemma 2. </>a{x)is an eigenfunction of £/ corresponding to an eigenvalue X^,

and they satisfy

1) there exists pQ > 0 such that

txel"

2) RWL/≪ is a complete orthonomal system of L2(Rn)
3

that

) <f>x(x)e S(Rn), and there exist C{1) > 0 and p(l) > 0 for any I e /+ such

114.11,£C(/)|A≪|>(/) (Vae/+≪).

Here we call {^a(x)}a6/≪ a family of generalized Hermite functions.
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Let s be a space, whose element

satisfies

a =
K)≪6/+" = (flo,...,o,oi,o,...,o, ≪o,

i,o,...,o,■･ ･)
(a≪ e C)

＼a＼h:= sup ＼aa＼＼Xa＼hl2< +00 (VA e/+)

ae/"

5 is a Frechet space with a countable set of seminorms {＼a＼h}heI+.Let s' be the

conjugate space of s. Namely, s'is a set of alllinear continuous mappings from s

to C. More precisely,let b e s', that is, b :$3 a ―>(b,a} e C Then there exist

h > 0 and C > 0 such that it holds

|<M>I<;CK (Vaej).

Lemma 3. 1) Let f{x) e S(Rn) and set

a{f) = {≪,(/)}≪/-≫ *≪(/)= </,*≪>･

Then

S(Rn)3f(x)^a(f)es

is linear continuous. More precisely, there exists C/, > 0 for any h such that

＼a{f)＼h < Ch＼＼f＼＼2n+{M)h

2) Conversely,let aes and set

/(*) =

Then

IS ―max Sj ]

a

s 3 a ^ f S(R")

is linear and continuous. More precisely, there exists Q > 0 for any I such that

11/11/< QW＼2p(l)+2p0-

Moreover, a(f) ― a holds.

Proof. 1) For any hel+, it holds

＼a(f)＼2h= sup＼aa(f)＼＼^＼h

asI"

<C,,supafai+--- + AM＼)|</,^>|

ae/"
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Hence
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*Ll</^≪>l = l</>f,Va>l

Wf)＼ih<Ch

On the other hand, since

we have

= ＼<L}fJa>＼ < ＼＼L}f＼＼L2

＼DkX
j
Vj(xj)＼<Ck(l + ＼xj＼)^

r<2dh
p<2h

Therefore, we have
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＼a(f)＼2h< Ch＼＼f＼＼2n+2{d+l)h.

2) Conversely,let a = {≪a}ae/≫,then we have from 1) and 3) of Lemma 2,

<xe/+" 0(6/"

< J2 K＼cm≪＼p{l)

ael"

<C(l) sup ＼aa＼mp{l)+poT＼K＼'Po

uel"

= C (l)＼a＼2p{,)+2po

for any /.Therefore,^a6/≫a^a(x) is a convegent sequence in S(R). Hence, set

Then it holds that

ae/"

11/11/ <C'(l)＼a＼2p{l)+2po,
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and

Thus a(f)

ap{f) =

= a holds.
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<fjfi>

Lemma 4. 1) Let TeS'{Rn), and put

Then

i) there exists h > 0 such that ＼b＼_h:= sup|6a| |Aa|~'2 < oo,

a

ii) ^>: s 3 Va ―>･Yl aa^a e C1 belongs to s',

a
iii) /or any f e S(Rn), it holds

<T,f>

a

□

2) Conversely, let h e s'. Then T : S(Rn) a / -> (b,a(f)y belongs to S'(Rn)

Proof.

C > 0 and

1) i) Since T : S(Rn) 3 $ -> <T,^> e C is continuous, there exist

/ > 0 such that

＼b≪＼= ＼<Tjay＼<c＼M＼l<cc(i)＼xa＼p{l＼

using 3) of Lemma 2. Hence we have ＼b＼_2p<̂ +00.

ii) Let h be the number in i). Then we have

＼ba＼＼Xa＼-h/2<C(Vae/f).

Therefore, we have

^KII^al^C^kllAal"72

a a

<cT＼Aa＼-posup＼ax＼＼^＼h/2+Po

= C ＼a＼h+2po,

for any a = {≪a}ae/≪e s, where we used 1) of Lemma 2. Hence

b : s 3 a ―><&,a> = V^ aa^?ae C
a

is a linear continuous mapping, that is, b belong to s'
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iii)Let f(x) e S(Rn). Then we have

/(*) = 5>(/)*a(x) in S(Rn)

where aa(f) ―</, ^a> (≪e/") from 2) of Lemma 3. Hence we have

＼ a / a a
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2) Conversely, for any f(x) e S(Rn), we have a(f) = {≪≪(/)}e s, and there

exists Ch > 0 for any he 1+ such that

|fl(/)|A< Q||/||2n+((5+1),,

from 1) of Lemma 3. Let h e s''.Then there exist C > 0 and h > 0 such that

|<M(/)>I < ck/)!,.

Therefore, we have

|<^,a(/)>|<C||/||2w+(,+1),.

Hence

r:S(iH3/-><M(/)>eC

is a linear continuous mapping, namely TeS'(Rn). □

We say that u(t,x) e Bh{[0, T],S'(Rn)), iff

u: [0,T]3t^u(t,x)eS'(Rn)

is continuously differentiableup to order h in the sense of simple topology of

S'{R").

Lemma 5. 1) Suppose u(t,x) e Bh([0, T],S'{R%)), and set

TAen ?/iereexw? C > 0 ancf p > 0 swc/i ?/ja?

|DX(OI < CIA.I" (ae/;,0<i</i).

2) Conversely, suppose

＼D{ua(t)＼-<CmP (aeI1,0<j<h),
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and set

that is,
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u(t,x) ]T≪a(04(*)

a

u : S(R") 3f-+ <≪(*,*),/>= V≪^)^W,/W) = J2≪≪(0≪≪(/)e C
a a

for te[O,T]. Then u{t,x) e Bh([0, T],S'{R^)).

Proof. 1) Suppose u{t,x) e J?*([0,r],S'(iT)), then // = {w(f,x) 11 e [0,T]}

is a bounded set in S'(Rn) in the sense of simple topology. By using the

fundamental lemma of Frechet space ([5]), there exist C > 0 and k > 0 such

that

|<≪(f,*), *(*)>| < C||^||/o (Vr [0,r], V* e 5(U")).

Therefore, it holds

MOI = K≪(r,x),^(x)>| < C||4||/o (ae/J).

Besides, since

II^IU ^ C(/o)|Aa|'{/o)

from 3) of Lemma 2, we have

MOI ^ cc(k)＼xa＼p{k).

In the same way, we have

＼DJMt)＼< C＼Xa＼p (a e /;, 7 = 0,1,2,.. .,h).

2) Conversely, suppose

＼DJMt)＼ < C＼X,＼p.(a e /J, y = 0,1,2,... ,/*),

and set

u : S(Rn) 3f -> <≪(/,*),/(*)> = Yl ua(t)aa(f) e C, a,{f) = </,^a>

ae/J1

Then u(t,x) belongs to S'(Rn), from 2) of Lemma 4. Since
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^>x(?k(/) a = 0,1,...,a)

OLEI"

are uniformly convergent sequencesin [0,T],

D{(u(t,x)J(x)y = D{J2Mt)aa(f)

a

Therefore, we have

= ^Djtua{t)aa
a.

(/)

＼Dku(t,x),f(x)}＼<J2K(f)＼＼DJMt)＼

a

By using 1) of Lemma 2, we have

a

<

<cJ2＼M/W≪＼p-

a

supk(/)iiAar'°x>ar°

ae/+ ae/f

ae/"
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= CW)＼2p+2po-

On the other hand, by using 1) of Lemma 3, we have

＼a(f)＼2p+2P()̂ C＼＼f＼＼2n+2(S+l){p+po)-

Hence

＼DJt(u(t,x)J(x)}＼ < C＼＼f＼＼2n+2{d+l)(j)+po)< +00 (f e [0, T], 7 = 0,1,..., A),

that is, u(t,x)eBh([O,T],S'(RZ)). D

3. Catichy problems

Let us consider Cauchy problems related to differential operators with

coefficients of generalized Hermite operators
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P{Dt,L)=Pm(L)D? + ---+ P0(L),

Pj(L) = ]T ai^ =

|/?|<m7-

£ aJMHL*:.LS-

Px+-+Pn<mj

where ≪,,≪are constants and nij are non-negatve integers. P(Dt,L) is called an

evolution differentialoperator with coefficientsof generalized Hermite operators,

iff

(I) there exist C＼ > 0 and px > 0 such that

＼PM)＼>Ci＼X＼~Pi (VAeA),

(II) there exists k > 0 such that

Imtj{k) > -k. (VA e A, 1 < j < m),

where

P(r, A) = Pw(A)(r - n(A)) ･･･(t - tw(A)).

Theorem 1. Suppose P(Dt,L) is an evolution differentialoperator with

coefficientsof generalized Hermite operators. Let

f(t,x)eBh([O,T],S'(Rnx)), gj(x) e S'(R"X) (0<j<m-l).

Then there exists unique solution u(t,x), belonging to Bh+m([0,T],S'(Rn)), of the

Cauchy problem:

(A)i

Proof. Let

P(DU L)u(t,x) = /(*,x) {0<t<T,xE Rn),

Djtu(t,x)＼t=Q= gj(x) {xeRn,O<j<m-l)

≪a(0 = <≪(^)≫^aW>.

/≪(0 = </(^),^(x)), 0/,a= <#(*), ^(*)>-

Then the problem (A) is reduced to the Cauchy problems of ordinary differential

equations:

(≪).
{ {Pm(Aa)Dr + ■■■+ PoM}u≪(t) = fu(t) (0<t< T),

D{ua{t)＼t=0= gj>a (7 = 0,1,2,...,m- 1)
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The solutions of (a) can be represented as

where

7=1 JO

^(Ua) =

^O.oc

2ni

i

Jy P(

= 00,a, ty ,

e
itz

z> 4)

9j,≪

dz
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^^_,,ai>r+y-(V(O,
Aa) (1 <j < m - 1)

and y is a closed curve inside of which all zeros of P(z, Aa) with respect to z are

containd. By evaluating the above representation, there exist C > 0 and p > 0

siir.lithat

＼DfMt)＼ < C＼Up
7W-1

7=0

≪
l +

max(k-m,O)
£

7=0

sup |Z>J/aC*)|

0<s<t

(0 < t< T, 0 <k<m + h).

Since g,-(x)e S'(R") (0 < / < m - 1), there exists q＼> 0 such that

sup ＼gji0L＼|A≪| qx < +co

<xe/"

from 1) of Lemma 4, and since f(t,x) e Bh([0, T],S'(Rn)), there exists q2 > 0

such that

sup sup ＼DjtfMWq2<+^,
me I" 0<t<T

from 1) of Lemma 5. Therefore, we have

＼D?u,(t)＼< C'＼Xa＼p+q(t e [0,7]), aeI^,0<k<m + h),

where a ― maxfoi,^)- Finally, set

u(t,x) =

a

Then u(t,x) belongs to Bh+m([Q, T], S'(R$)), from 2) of Lemma 5, and becomes a

solution of the problem (A). The uniqueness of the problem (A) follows from the

uniqueness of the problems (a) .
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Remark 1. Let
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P(Dt,L) = Dt - £ apL?

＼P＼<N

Then P is an evolution operator, iff there exists k > 0 such that

Remark 2. Let

Im
＼P＼<N

apki >

P{Dt,L) = A2

k (VAaeA)

Then P is an evolution operator, iff there exists k > 0 such that

J2 Re^41 ^2 inP&l

W<N W<N

where

For example

&k = {{X,Y)＼Y2

D2,

e nk (w≪ g A)

< kX or X2 + Y2 < k}.

{L2l+--- + L2n+i(Ll-L2)},

D] - {L

Dj - {L

＼+ ---+ Ll + i{Lx-L2)},

?Lf + i(Li-L2)}

are evolution operators.

The paper has finishedunder the kind guidance of Prof.Reiko Sakamoto and

Prof. Sadao Miyatake. I am deeply greatefulto them.
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